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So, what questions do our customers most  
often ask about Ubuntu Server? 
 
What’s different about Ubuntu Server? Is it secure enough to use  
in my business? Will it work on my hardware?

Whether you’ve already deployed Ubuntu in your business or are just starting 
to consider it, we know that you’re bound to have questions, as have others 
before you. We have asked our customer-facing technical heads to compile 
those questions they get the most.

 
HERE’S WHAT THEY HAVE COME UP WITH… 
 
1. What is different about Ubuntu Server?

Ubuntu is built from the bottom up. The default install is minimal, and  
deploys the smallest set of software required to start building your server. 
That means you spend less time on maintenance and updates.

Ubuntu Server also includes a collection of tasks that automatically provision 
the server software required for common workloads (LAMP stack, Mail server, 
DNS and many others).

Ubuntu’s package management makes it easy to add and remove software, 
and its official repositories boast great packages to give you next generation 
functionality, like MongoDB, and Big Data capacity with Apache Hadoop. 

Starting with Ubuntu is easy. Visit the website, download it, and start using  
it straight away. As you start to think about the wider issues of deployment  
or upgrade Canonical will stand beside you all the way with professional  
services like proven technical consulting, systems management and support. 

2. Does Ubuntu Server provide virtualisation capabilities?

Ubuntu Server has provided in-kernel KVM technology into the product.

Ubuntu assembles the best of open-source virtualisation tools and  
technologies. It integrates all the software you need to use open-source  
virtualisation and run a virtual operating system.

No third-party software required.

3. What is Ubuntu Cloud Infrastructure?

Ubuntu Cloud Infrastructure is a ready to deploy Infrastructure-as-a-service 
(IaaS) based on OpenStack. It contains Juju and Metal-as-a-Service (MaaS), 
tools to setup your private, public or hybrid cloud and provide true service 
orchestration to manage it. 
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Juju is a DevOps toolset which enables you to deploy, scale and maintain  
services by automating application delivery in accordance with your  
specifications. MAAS unlocks the power in your server clusters by cleverly 
handling physical node provisioning in a similar way. Together they ensure 
your cloud runs effectively and takes full advantage of the technology’s 
inherent elasticity. 

4. How do I manage several Ubuntu systems?

Landscape, the centralised web management platform from Canonical,  
allows you to manage any Ubuntu system: servers, desktops, virtual  
machines or cloud instances. It also provides a single view of your organisation 
and helps you to manage and maintain your entire Ubuntu deployment.

Landscape, part of the Ubuntu Advantage subscription service, is available  
in two deployment models: a SaaS version, which is hosted by Canonical  
in its data centre, or a dedicated version, Landscape Dedicated Server, that 
runs on your premises.

5. How long is Ubuntu Server supported for?

Ubuntu Server standard releases are supported for 18 months. We designed 
the Long-term support (LTS) releases for stable deployment scenarios and 
support them for five years. 
 
6. What server hardware works with Ubuntu Server?

Ubuntu Server runs perfectly on most server hardware. Additionally, you can 
find a list of certified systems at http://webapps.ubuntu.com/certification/ 
 
7. Can I authenticate an Active Directory while using Ubuntu?

Yes you can! Ubuntu comes with BeyondTrust PowerBroker Open Edition  
or Centrify Express which help you authenticate Ubuntu systems to an existing 
Active Directory infrastructure. Should you need additional functionality then 
look at the licenced versions of these applications to provide it.  
 
8. What are Ubuntu Security Notices (USNs)?

USNs are software updates that have a noticeable and potential impact on 
security. They are officially released by the Ubuntu security team and are 
provided as a special report to help systems administrators react quickly and 
minimise the impact of security threats. 
 
9. How can I deploy Ubuntu Server?

Installing Ubuntu Server is easy. Install Ubuntu Server from CD or USB stick 
like any operating system. A console menu-based process supports you 
through your set up. 
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First install, the MaaS server, then using its web interface ensure you add 
enough nodes to support your Openstack deployment. Next install Juju  
on the same server and by using Juju charms, (pre-written descriptions  
of everything needed to deploy a particular service) install OpenStack.  
Your cloud should now be deployed and functioning. 
 
10. Can I install server packages on an Ubuntu Desktop installation  
and vice versa?

Yes. The Ubuntu software repositories do not isolate packages to particular 
types of deployment. All the server software is available to the desktop  
user and vice versa.

This makes for a powerful modelling platform, especially for cloud deployments. 
Using a common toolset from the Ubuntu repositories developers can create 
‘micro clouds’ on a laptop locally then push them to the cloud writ large, 
something Dell has been pursuing in project Sputnik, its developer optimised 
laptop programme.  

STILL HAVE QUESTIONS? 

Why not visit our website at www.canonical.com or get in touch via our 
web form: https://pages.canonical.com/contact


